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One week of intensive work where the students, divided in small
teams, develop design proposals based on the research and sitespecific in Cruquius area. All scales are explored, from a biodiversity
toolbox that would involve the residents, until huge structures
attached to new and old buildings that would be designed and
constructed by developers. However, all proposals have a common
point of view: the necessary involvement of the community for a
project to be successful and taken care as time goes by.
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Emergency toolbox for biodiversity/Enhancement/ DIY-DIT

Inviting residents to #participa te in
#building forbiodive rsity by providing
emergenc y toolkits to enhance biodivers ity:
#empowe rcommun ities!
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Workshop

Lucas Pissetti//Jesper Tijhuis//Anne van Strien

The ‘emergency tool-kit for biodiversity’, is a tool that can inform and involve people
on different scale levels in the process of enhancing biodiversity: individual – family
– neighbours (collective) – neighbourhood (public) (Do It Yourself & Do It Together). It
facilitates the forming of ‘action groups’ (hence, simultaneously being a network facilitating
/ empowering kit to empower biodiverse community; connect neighbours, but also with
municipalities / housing cooperation). Both for new citizens and people who already live in
the area, engage them to enhance / kick start biodiversity in and around their own home
(f.e. balcony/kitchen); promote human stewardship, strategy for community building.
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Building for BIODIVERSITY

Use this toolbox to contribute to a
biodiverse Cruquius. Use the tools
to make birds, butterflies & bees
happy! Share with neighbours and
friends, do it together!
Enjoy!
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Inviting residents to #participate in
#buildingforb iodiversity by providing
emergency toolkits to enhance biodiversity:
#empowercom munities!
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Ground ivy
Glechoma hederacea

Use this toolbox to contribute to a
biodiverse Cruquius. Use the tools
to make birds, butterflies & bees
happy! Share with neighbours and
friends, do it together!
Enjoy!

Lavender
Lavandula

put under ground

Principle
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Sweet rocket
Hesperis matronalis

let it rain

Strawberry
Fragaria

let it florish
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The Bioloop
Rick Groeneveld//Tom Nederstigt//Liselotte Rambonnet

The Bioloop offers a two-way footbridge for humans and animals. Many quays within the
urban realm are too high for small animals to climb onto from the water. This results in a
very limited connectivity for biodiversity. The floating platform is attachable to any quay
and offers an easy stairway for swimming creatures like ducklings, hedgehogs, toads and
others. This allows the animals to increase their action radius within the city. We should
not forget that humans are part of biodiversity too. The ballast of the footbridge consists
of natural rocks that over time attract algae and water-plants, creating a small underwater
biotope that benefits fish. And although we might not need to be rescued out of the water,
we do tend to sit and enjoy the areas close by water.
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Groeiringen (Growth Rings)
Anna van Gerve//Vincent Wittenberg//Franciska Langstraat

‘I won’t feel at ease until this obscure, impenetrable island full of hidden turbulences and
evil forces has changed into an exact, transparent system which is comprehensible to the
bone.’ This is how Robinson expresses himself in Vendredi ou les Limbes du Pacifique
(Friday, or, The Other Island, 1967), Michel Tournier’s interpretation of the Robinson
Crusoe myth. Tounier’s story shows that the island Robinson encounters, was, in the first
place, experienced as chaos that needed to be ordered. Robinson needed someone, in
this case the indigenous inhabitant Friday, to make him aware of a fundamentally different
perspective. Only then he could see that listening to the island itself caused much less
friction. The island had it’s own kind of order.
Groeiringen, a project created within the framework of the project Building for Biodiversity,
takes the two conflicting world-views of Robinson and Friday – one of controlling nature
and one of respecting nature – as a subject. The peninsula Cruquius, the location for which
Groeiringen has been developed, is named after land surveyor and hydraulic engineer
Nicolaus Samuelis Cruquius, who designed The Nieuwe Waterweg, an artificial mouth
of the river Rhine. The Dutch are known for their engineering skills, for their capability
to control nature. Water management and spatial design are one of their key export
products. The project Building for Biodiversity starts from the idea that opportunities for
increasing biodiversity lie in the urban environment. In order to seize these opportunities
professionals in spatial design need to learn to think and work in a nature-inclusive way.
This demands a fundamentally new approach in which essential aspects of the natural
system, like time, heterogeneity, chance and self-organization are given a place within the
process of building cities.
In Groeiringen a steel silo is cut up into a series of cylindrical slices, which will be
scattered around the peninsula. Within the circle nature is free to take it’s own course
and to develop over time. In some of these ‘cut-outs’ or ‘diorama’s’ of Cruquius, nature
will start in its earliest pioneer stage, in other diorama’s nature will develop quicker from
pioneer vegetation towards a climax stage or there will already be existing vegetation like
full grown trees or blackberry bushes. Each slice comprises a different world, a different
microclimate. This variation will contribute to the biodiversity of the area. Although the
circles of Groeiringen seem like capsules, it is impossible to restrict nature to one specific
spot. Birds, butterflies, bees and little mammals can enter the white islands and seeds can
spread out over whole Cruquius. Thus, the circles will function as containers for flora and
fauna, but at the same time disseminate their content.
In general spontaneous vegetation is not really appreciated by people. It is regarded as
chaotic, messy, rough and unwanted. However, exactly this type of spontaneous growth
is inherent to natural systems and can be used to increase biodiversity. By framing these
pieces of spontaneous nature, Groeiringen encourages people to develop a different
perspective on the area. The clearly defined circles of ‘nature reserves’ on Cruquius will
operate like Tournier’s Friday, who made Robinson aware of the island’s own logic. What
if Cruquius was left alone, what if mankind didn’t project his own order on the peninsula?
How would Cruquius then develop over time? Groeiringen simultaneously shows what
could have been in the past, and what might happen in the future.
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The urban canopy. The missing connections
for biodiversity in Cruquius
Janna Verwijs //Imane Elkatrani

Today the identity of Cruquiuseiland remains a brutal industrial area filled with hidden
creativity that is awaiting to be transformed. We want to lead this transformation on the
vertical development of the neighbourhood...

Bird house

We want to use wooden and metal structures to create a green façade with native and
animal friendly plants. In this way we will create connectivity between the ground level and
the outside of the building, while also creating a healthy, inspiring environment for the
people living and working in the buildings.
The structure is anchored to the ground level and to building like a scaffolding structure. It
holds also bee hives, insect hotels and bat hotels. The structures offers new balconies in
front of the windows for potted plants when the climbing plants With this, we do not only
aim to increase biodiversity, but also to make nature visible for the people in and outside
Cruquius.
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Red bryony

Common hornbeam

Common hawthorn

Honey suckle

Travellers joy

Guelder rose

Common cotoneaster

Raspberry

Holly

Common Blackberry

Evergreen blackberry

Rambler rose

Field maple

English yew

Vaccinium myrtillus

Rose
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Opening the borders for biodiversity
Yuka Yoshida//Milan Oostwouder//Isis Boot

The current image of the Cruquius island is determined by fences and walls that divide the
public space from privately owned properties in a very flat and linear way. However, when
including the already existing space around the fence it can be used as a more spatial zone
with the potential to serve biodiversity while creating a greener image of the area.
The aim of the ‘Groene Amsterdammertje’ is to design (as little as possible) for evoking
spontaneous vegetation in the city. Not designing nature but designing opportunities for
nature to develop itself. In the same way as the original ‘Amsterdammertje’ is a pole that
protects pedestrians for heavy traffic crossing the pavements, the ‘Groene Amsterdammertje’ protects pioneer species and biotopes from mowers and passers by, providing young
vegetation time to grow large. In this way the border becomes a natural nursery room.
Involving people in planting the poles not only empowers them in creating a greener city in
a low threshold and bottom-up way, it also improves the engagement in terms of appreciation and stewardship. During a festive kick-off event the first batch of poles will be planted
with local residents and property owners who can all adopt a pole. More poles can be
added and adopted at any time, allowing the biodiverse zone to grow further in a spatial
sense as well.
The poles will be placed around fences that, over time - when vegetation will be fully grown
and strong enough, will become rudimentary and are replaced by a green, biodiverse
border zone. This new border zone functions as a barrier for humans to go through, while
allowing species to still interact and creating green infrastructure in the city.
As the material of the poles is natural and transitory they will slowly corrode and eventually
disappear, since, as soon as the vegetation is strong enough to stand on its own, the poles
are no longer needed for protection. When the zone expands over time, the inner poles that
were placed earlier will disappear firstly creating more open but protected space, allowing
not only spontaneous vegetation to grow, but also opens up for spontaneous expansion of
the biodiverse zone.
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The Urban Fish-way
Lourdes B. Ayala//Bennie Meek//Floor van der Klaw

Even when Cruquius area is located in a peninsula, the hard borders designed as quays
above the water level, don’t allow users to make a real, spatial connection, with the
landscape. There are many missed opportunities to enjoy this continue, linear space that
relates the industrial scene with the natural surroundings.
The urban fish-way is a new kind of public space that not only connects visitors with nature,
but also promotes awareness and, consequently, stewardship. The park functions as a
water bridge over the land: a sequence of ponds that are linked through fish ladders, where
runs streaming water provided by rainwater collectors and grey water from the surrounding
buildings that is cleaned naturally as it circulates through the system.
The goal is to create a better habitat for aquatic animals, but at the same time it is an
exploration in landscape design that could become a landmark and attract people and
many opportunities to Cruquius. The idea is to combine improvements for all actors involve
(animals, humans), but also to enhance a more intelligent and sustainable use of the water
flows. The result would be an amazing, nature-inclusive, public environment that combines
landscape features with an urban daily life.
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